1. IFC report—Colin Foreman (10 minutes)
2. Panhel report—Lindsey Taylor (10 minutes)
3. Order of Omega report—Deanna Schwarz (5 minutes)
4. Green Greeks report—Sam Brown (5 minutes)
5. Greek Spectrum report—Finn Thorsell (5 minutes)
6. Greek Life Commons report—Matt Hunt (25 minutes)
7. Mentoring support for IFC and Panhel—Bob Eckart (15 minutes)
8. Proposed education and training workshop for chapter advisors—Roger Grice (15 minutes)
9. Outside speaker on depression and suicide—Roger Mike, Roger Grice, Matt Hunt (15 minutes)
10. Present and future of the Relationship Statement—Jerry Witter (15 minutes)
11. System-wide risk management discussion—Chuck Carletta, Roger Mike, Roger Grice (30 minutes)
12. Greek Life Summit—Matt Hunt (15 minutes)
13. Role of the AIGC in an evolving campus environment—all (15 minutes)